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Abstract— The term internet of things (IoT) is an intelligent 

network that is greatly achieving ground in the modern world. 

The IoT highlight the vision of a global structure of 

interconnected system. At present, the application research of 

(IoT) technology in smart assets like smart machines, digital 

twin, smart retail, smart grid and smart environment has been 

treading topic in the global field. Smart environment is a 

feature of smart city. The idea to build an environment with 

embedded sensors, displays, and computing devices so that 

users can understand better and control the environment is 

known as smart environment. It comprises of smart weather 

monitoring, smart agriculture, smart home, smart grid and 

many more. This paper briefly elaborates the new evolution 

in Smart Environment. Smart Environment is important as it 

will help us to grow in all aspects, economically make 

environment eco-friendly.  
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I. INTRODUCTION TO IOT 

The Internet of things (IoT) is the system of devices, vehicles, 

home appliances and other items that are embedded with 

electronics telecommunication, software, sensors, actuators, 

and network connectivity which makes these objects to 

connect and exchange data. Each thing is uniquely identified 

through its embedded computing system as it is able to inter-

operate within the existing internet infrastructure. 

The IoT enables objects to be sensed, monitored and 

controlled remotely which creates opportunities for direct 

connection between the real world and computer-based 

systems that can result into improved efficiency, more 

accuracy and economic. 

Examples: 

 Automatic closening and opening of doors 

 Starting the coffee maker by using your smart phone 

 Operating home appliances by smart phone. 

You can download an app and you have a control 

panel for digital technology. 

A. Advantages 

1) The more the data is, the easier it is to make the right 

decision. 

2) The computers keep a track both on the quality and the 

ease of things at home 

3) Money: The financial aspect is the best advantage. This 

technology could replace humans who are in charge of 

monitoring and maintaining supplies. 

B. Disadvantages 

1) USB or Bluetooth is required which should not be 

difficult to handle and it should also be compatible. 

2) There are many opportunities for failure while working 

with complex systems. 

3) Privacy is a big issue with IoT. All the data must be 

encrypted for security so that data about your financial 

status is not known at the work place. 

4) There is a chance that the software can be hacked .Hence, 

safety is the first responsibility of the consumer. 

II. CONCEPT OF SMART ENVIRONMENT 

The idea to build an environment with embedded sensors, 

displays, and computing devices so that users can understand 

better and control the environment is known as smart 

environment. 

1) Virtual computing environments enable smart devices to 

access relevant services anywhere and anytime. 

2) Physical environments may be embedded with a variety 

of smart devices of different types including tags, sensors 

and controllers and have different form factors ranging 

from nano- to micro- to macro-sized. 

3) Human environments: humans, either individually or 

collectively, inherently form a smart environment for 

devices. However, humans may themselves be 

accompanied by smart devices such as mobile phones, 

use surface-mounted devices (wearable computing) and 

contain embedded devices 

A. Architecture of Smart Environment 

1) Perception layer: 

This layer can gather and control information through the 

sensor, RFID, camera and other sensors. 

2) Network layer: 

It acts as a transmission media for the information gathered 

between the perception layer and application layer. 

3) Application layer: 

The application layer involves intelligent decision-making, 

control, so ultimately the level of application links in smart 

environment can be improved. 

B. Features 

Smart environments are broadly classified to have the 

following features 

1) Remote control of devices like power line 

communication systems to control devices. 

2) Device Communication, using middleware, and Wireless 

communication to form a picture of connected 

environments. 

3) Information Acquisition/Dissemination from sensor 

networks 

4) Enhanced Services by Intelligent Devices 

5) Predictive and Decision-Making capabilities 

III. SMART ENVIRONMENT COMPRISES OF 

A. Iot based smart weather monitoring 

Weather conditions monitoring is very important. To 

maintain the healthy growth in crops and to ensure the safe 

working environment in industries, etc. the weather 

conditions are required to be monitored. The system deals and 

keeps track of temperature, humidity, wind speed and 

direction, rainfall amount etc. 
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B. Smart Agriculture 

Various sensors in the agriculture form will sense data like 

water consumption level, animals alerting service, soil 

condition based on fertilizers used, crop status monitoring are 

few applications in agriculture field. 

C. Smart home 

A main element that allows all of the emerging Smart Grid 

technologies to function together is the interactive 

relationship between the grid operators, utilities, and 

consumers. Computerized controls in your home and 

appliances can be set up to minimize their energy use at times 

when the power grid is under stress from high demand, or 

even to shift some of their power use to times when power is 

available at a lower cost. 

D. Smart educational environment 

Digital technology has promoted a new vision for learning. 

The concept of smart learning focuses on the importance of 

technological design to make learning better. A smart 

learning environment not only enables learners to access 

digital resources and interact with learning systems in any 

place and at any time, it also provides the necessary learning 

guidance, hints, supportive tools or learning suggestions in 

the right place, at the right time and in the right form. Smart 

learning environments must integrate formal and informal 

learning in order to create autonomous adaptive learning 

environments to support individual learners. These 

environments need to use big data and learning analytics 

techniques to integrate real-time information about learners’ 

location and historical data to identify meaningful learning 

patterns. It is very important to take into account that smart 

learning environments involve context-awareness that can 

combine a physical classroom with many virtual learning 

environments. 

E. Smart Transportation 

The tasks of the IOT in transportation include 

 Smart traffic control 

 Electronic toll collection system 

 Safety 

 Smart parking 

F. Smart health care 

The tasks of IOT in this field include 

 Remote health monitoring 

 Emergency notification systems 

 Medication reminder 

G. Smart business 

 The IoT is about objects being able to record and transmit 

data independently of human input, and it’s opening up 

a whole new raft of opportunities. 

 For example, sensors in machinery can accurately record 

wear and tear so that the machinery can predict when it 

is going to break, and also the amount of downtime 

needed. 

 The machines are now talking to each other and 

generating zettabytes of data which did not previously 

exist. 

H. Smart emergency rescue system 

The Smart Emergency Response System (SERS) connects 

cyber-physical technologies with humans in the loop to save 

lives, rescue people, and attend to their critical needs when 

disaster strikes. Internet of Things is an emerging technology 

which helps in providing smart solutions in Smart city 

development aspect. In providing a quality public safety and 

security services it is very important to adopt leveraged data 

driven emergency response systems with urban IoT design 

standards. 

I. Smart banking system 

Banks might use IoT technologies to generate more 

intelligent and personalised customer cross sell opportunities, 

for example: An IoT will help banks to innovate and devise 

better ways to improve risk management, reduce costs and 

improve overall operational efficiency. Business clients and 

consumers will be able to access a much more holistic view 

of their finances wherever and whenever they like. And banks 

will offer far more tailored products and solutions to help 

customers make the best financial decisions at all times. 

J. Smart public distribution system 

The IOT based smart public distribution system is an 

automatic method of distribution of commodities to 

authenticated card holders. Also, a database is maintained 

which has the details of transactions that are made. The users 

need to access to their account through the Smart phone by 

entering their respective ID and password. Once they are 

successfully logged in, they can view the stock availability. 

IV. INTERNET OF THINGS (IOT) PROTOCOLS 

A. Bluetooth 

Bluetooth, which has become very important in computing is 

a short-range communication technology. It is a key for 

wearable products in particular, again connecting to the IoT 

albeit probably via a smartphone in many cases. The new 

Bluetooth Low-Energy (BLE) – or Bluetooth Smart, as it is 

now branded – is a significant protocol for IoT applications. 

Importantly, it has been designed to offer significantly 

reduced power consumption. 

B. Zigbee 

ZigBee, like Bluetooth, has a large installed base of 

operation. ZigBee PRO and ZigBee Remote Control 

(RF4CE) are based on the IEEE802.15.4 protocol, which is 

an industry-standard wireless networking technology 

operating at 2.4GHz. It targets applications that requires less 

frequent data exchanges at low data-rates over a restricted 

area and it is within a 100m range such as in a home or 

building. 

C. Z-Wave 

Z-Wave is a low-power RF communications technology that 

is mainly designed for home automation for appliances such 

as lamp controllers and sensors,etc.It is used for for reliable 

and low-latency communication of small data packets with 

data rates up to 100kbit/s, it operates in the sub-1GHz . 
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D. 6LowPAN 

A key IP (Internet Protocol)-based technology is 6LowPAN 

(IPv6 Low-power wireless Personal Area Network. Being an 

IOT applications protocol 6LowPAN is a network protocol 

that defines encapsulation and header compression 

mechanisms. The standard has the freedom of physical layer 

and frequency band and it can also be used across multiple 

communications platforms, including Ethernet, Wi-Fi,etc. 

E. WiFi 

The most common WiFi standard is used in homes and many 

businesses. It offers serious throughput in the range of 

hundreds of megabit per second, which is fine for file 

transfers, but may also be too power-consuming for many IoT 

applications. A series of RF development kits designed for 

building WiFi-based applications are available from RS. 

F. Cellular 

Any IoT application that requires operation over longer 

distances can take advantage of GSM/3G/4G cellular 

communication capabilities. While cellular is clearly capable 

of sending high quantities of data, especially for 4G, the 

expense and also power consumption will be too high for 

many applications, but it can be ideal for sensor-based low-

bandwidth-data projects that will send very low amounts of 

data over the Internet. A key product in this area is the 

SparqEE range of products, including the original tiny 

CELLv1.0 low-cost development board and a series of shield 

connecting boards for use with the Raspberry Pi and Arduino 

platforms. 

V. CHALLENGES SMART ENVIRONMENT WILL HAVE TO FACE 

 To establish a type of transparency that builds user trust 

by showing how the system works. 

 Smart environments must deal with privacy issues if user 

information is collected. 

 In case a smart environment has a malfunction, backup 

systems must be provided. 

 It should serve betterment for mankind. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Smart Environments are typically used in human daily life. 

The Smart Environments include Smart Home, Smart 

Building, Smart BAnking, Smart Farm, Smart Hospital, etc 

which will make us rely easily on technology and get the 

smart benefits out of it. 
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